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1. Introduction. 

On R2 any metric can be expressed as ds2 = ev (dx2 + dy2), where x,y 
are rectangular coordinates in R2 and v is a function. Let TZ denote the 
scalar curvature. The Ricci flow on R2 is the equation 

which may be rewritten as 

or, setting u = e , 

-dsz = -Kdsz, 
ot 

dv -V A 

du      A i - = AlogW. 

Here A denotes the Euclidean Laplacian. This paper is devoted to the study 
of the Cauchy Problem for the above equation, namely 

{du/dt = A log u   in R2 x (0, T) 

ti(a;,0) =/(a0 x G R2, 

where / G LJ^R2) is non-negative and T is a given positive number. By a 
solution we will always understand a solution in the distributional sense. 

In a different setting, this equation arises as a model for long range Van- 
der-Waals interactions in thin films of a fluid spreading on a solid surface, 
if certain nonlinear fourth order effects are neglected, see de Gennes [10], in 
[2] and the references in [8]. In that framework, u(x, t) models the height of 
the film at the point x and the instant t. 
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It is interesting to observe that equation (1.1) can be understood as the 
formal limit as m —> 0 of the porous-medium equation 

(1.2) | = A(— 

Notice that, formally, the case m = 0, N = 2 is critical for the porous 
medium equation, since m = (N — 2)/N defines the critical exponent in the 
sense of [13]. 

Some examples of solutions to the equation can be given explicitly, for 
instance 

^tj~(i + M2)2' 
which represents geometrically, after stereographic projection, a family of 
spheres contracting eventually to a point. In addition, the globally defined 
solution 

- 8 

corresponds to a family of shrinking cigar-like solitons. This solution can 
be obtained as a limit when m —> 0 of Barenblatt self-similar solutions to 
(1.2), see [19]. Some other interesting examples of solutions are constructed 
in [15]. 

Our goal in this paper is to characterize the solvability of problem (1.1) 
in terms of the initial condition / and to reveal some of the very interesting 
and complex structure of its solution set. 

Our first result provides a necessary and sufficient condition for solvabil- 
ity: it states in particular that there exists a solution defined up to time 
T < +oo, if and only if /R2 f dx > ATTT. 

Theorem 1.1. Assume that f ^ 0.    Then,  there exists a solution u to 
problem (1.1) with 

T = —        f(x)dx < +oo. 

In particular,   if JR2 f{x)dx = +oo;  then (1.1) admits a globally defined 
solution. Reciprocally, if there is a solution to problem (1.1), then 

(1.3) T<^- /   fdx. 

Moreover, 

(1.4) /   u{x,t)dx< /   fdx-int, 
JK2 JR2 
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for all t < T. 

Thus, in particular all solutions to problem (1.1) must cease to exist by 
vanishing before time (l/47r) /R2 /• We note that the fact that /R2 / < +00 
implies finite extinction time was already established in [7]. 

On the other hand, a strong nonuniqueness phenomenon takes place as 
our second result shows: given any integrable initial data /, we may find 
solutions which vanish at any given time less than or equal to (l/47r) JR2 /. 

Theorem 1.2. Assume /R2 f(x)dx < +00. Then, for every JJ, > 0 there 
exists a solution u^ to problem (1.1) for 

with the property that 

(1.5) /    u^x,t)dx=  I    f(x)dx-27r(2 + fi)t, 
JR2 7R2 

for allt <TM. 

It should be observed that, at least at a formal level, the number ji > 0 in 
the above constructed solutions is related to their decay rate at infinity. In 
fact, consider for example a solution u(\x\, t) to (1.1) radially symmetric and 
satisfying (1.5). Then formally, if r = |a;|, we compute 

— /    u(\x\,t)dx =  /    ut(\x\it)dx 

= /    A\ogu(\x\,t)dx = 27r lim r(log^)r(r,t), 

while from (1.5) we have that 

— /    tx(|a;|,t)da; = -27r(2 + /i), 
at JK2 

which roughly tells us that, at any time, n(|a;|,t) decays as the power 
|z|-(2+^. 

In the same way, if for a solution of (1.1) with integrable initial data we 
define (j)(t) by the relation 

(1.6) /     u(x,t)dx=   I    fdx-27T(l)(t), 
Jn2 Jn2 
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then one has from Theorem 1.1 that (/)(t) > 2t and, formally, one expects u 
to decay roughly as la;!-^) at infinity, in case that </> is differentiable. Since 
u must remain integrable in x at all times, <//(£) should not be less than two. 

Our next result shows rigorously this fact. Moreover, we are also able to 
establish partially the reciprocal assertion, which generalizes Theorem 1.2 : 
given any function (f) of class C1 with ^'(t) > 2, there exists a solution u so 
that (1.6) holds. 

Theorem 1.3, Assume that JR2 / dx < oo and that u solves (LI). Let (f)(t) 
be the function defined by the relation (1.6). Then, for all t G [0, T) and all 
h > 0 so that t + h <T, we have 

(i.7) w+ty-m > 2 
h ~ 

Reciprocally, if4>: [0,T] -» [0, oo) is any continuously differentiable function 
such that $'(*) > 2, 0(0) = 0 and (p(T) — (l/27r) /R2 /, then there exists a 
solution u to (LI) such that (L6) holds. 

Even though smoothness of (j) can be relaxed in the construction of these 
solutions, see the Remark at the end of §4, some regularity of the given 0 
seems to be needed. 

Finally, we mention that existence and long time behavior for this equa- 
tion under different assumptions on the initial data, including slower, non- 
integrable decay, have been studied in [18], [19]. The one dimensional case 
has been treated in [9], [16] and [15]. A priori bounds and decay estimates 
in the higher dimensional case have been derived in [8]. 

In the rest of the paper we will prove the above results. In §3 we prove 
the basic results, Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. Our most general result, Theorem 
1.3 is established in §4. For existence the comparison with certain special 
traveling wave-like solutions found in [11] is crucial, and we review them in 
§2. 

Acknowledgement. We are grateful to Richard Hamilton for many useful 
suggestions and enlightening discussions in the course of this work. 

2. Construction of some special solutions. 

In this section, we review the construction of certain special, traveling 
wave-like solutions to equation (1.1), which will be of main assistance in the 
proof of the theorems. Since this analysis is essentially contained in [11], we 
will be sketchy. The main result of this section is the following: 
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Proposition 2.1. Given any numbers K > 0 and fi > 0, there exists a 
radially symmetric, smooth, positive solution v(x,t) to equation (1-1) with 
T = KI2TX{2 + n) such that 

(2.1) f   v{x,t)dx = K-27r{2 + fj,)t       Vte[0,T). 

Proof. For the proof it suffices to show that for each fi > 0, there is a 
radially symmetric solution i(;(|a;|,i) to (1.1) with T = 1, which satisfies 

POO 

(2.2) /    w(r, t)rdr = (1 - t){2 + /i). 

Indeed, if w is such a solution, then 

v{x,t) = (K/2<jr(2 + ii))w{\xl{2ir{2 + iJi)/K)t) 

is a solution to (1.1) which satisfies (2.1). When /i = 2, we just take the 
explicit solution 

wlr t) =  "ft-*) "W)        (l+r2)2- 

Assume next that /J, > 2. We look for a solution w of the following form: 

g(log|x|-7log(l-t)) 
(2.3) w(\xlt) = (l-t) 

x 

where 7 > 0 is to be determined in terms of /i. A direct computation shows 
that then g must satisfy the differential equation 

(2.4) jlj +<?-7</ = 0,        ye (-00,00). 

This equation has been analyzed in [11]. In particular, it is shown there 
that given any numbers a > (3 > 0, there is a choice of 7 > 0 such that 
there exists a solution g(y) to (2.4) which admits expansions of the form 
g(y) = aie-ay + G^e"2^ + • • • as y -> +00 and g(y) = biePy + b2e2f3y + • ■ • 
as y —> —00. 

Let us choose f3 = 2 and a = //. Note that this choice makes the associ- 
ated w in (2.3) nonsingular and a solution to (1.1) up to x = 0. Moreover, 
we have that (gf/g)(+oo) = —fi and (g'/g)^^) = +2. Hence, integrating 
(2.4) we obtain that 

/oo 

9(y) dy, 
-00 
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from where relation (2.2) readily follows. 
Finally, assume 0 < /i < 2. In this case we take a. = 2 and (3 = —/J, and 

choose 7 > 0 and g as above. Let us now set 

w(\x\,t) = {l-t) 
0(-log|a:|-7log(l-t)) 

x 

This w defines a solution of (1.1) with the desired properties, thus finishing 
the proof. □ 

3. Proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. 

In this section we present the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. We will 
first give the proof of Theorem 1.2, as the proof of the existence assertion 
in Theorem 1.1 is going to be based on Theorem 1.2. 

Proof of Theorem 1.2. As we mentioned in the introduction, solutions which 
satisfy (1.5) are expected, at least formally, to decay at infinity as the power 
|:z;|-(2+^) jjaving this in mind, our construction goes as follows : for a given 
/i, we solve the boundary value problem 

(3.1) 

r du/dt = Alogu      in BR x [0,oo) 

u(x, t) = iJ-P^)   on OBR x (0, oo) 

^   u(x,Q) =f(x) xeBR. 

on a sequence of expanding cylinders BRn x [0, oo) and then use the spesific 
solutions of §2 as barriers in an average sense to show that the limit of those 
solutions along a subsequence of {i?n} is a solution which satisfies (1.5). 

Before we begin with our construction, we introduce the operator 

(3.2) G*R(h)(x) = [  [GR(x,y)-GR{0,y)]h(y)dy, 

where for R > 0, GR(x,y) denotes the Greens function for the ball BR = 
{x; \x\ < i?}, given by 

^{logdrr-yD-logdMM-^l)},     if x * 0 

£{log(|y|)-log(i2)},     iix = 0 
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Notice that if h is bounded, 

(3.3) AG*R(h)(x) = h(x),        Vx e BR 

while if h is smooth and constant on OBR, one has 

(3.4) G*(Ah)(x) = h{x) - h(0),        Vx e BR. 

We will first show the result under the assumption that the initial data / is 
in Co0(R2). The general case will follow by approximation. 

To simplify the notation we will omit the subscript /i from u and T. For 
R > 0 and e G (0,1), let uf denote the unique solution to the boundary value 
problem (3.1) with initial data u^{x^ 0) = /(#)+e, instead of f(x). Existence 
and uniqueness of u^ follow from the standard theory of nondegenerate 
quasilinear parabolic equations; see for example in [14]. 

Consider G*R(f), as defined in (3.2). We claim that if the support of / 
is contained in the ball BRQ, then for all R> RQ and all x E BR, we have 

(3.5) Gi(/)(^)=log(N + l)/   fdx + 0(x), 

where the function 0(x) is locally bounded with 

(3.6) 0(x) = o(log(\x\ + i)),        as|a;|^oo. 

Indeed, we write 

G*R(f)^) = ^{[     logfc4)/(y)dy+ /     kR(x,y)f(y)dy}, 
2ir JBRO        \y\ JBRO 

where 
i,   /      M     ,.    /. \x\v      x ...     „\y\\x\ 
\kR(x,y)\ = llogd1^ - |^|)| < 2^ < li 

for y e BR0 and x e BR, if R > 2RQ. Therefore 

e(x) = hif     [log(^=7^)-log(N + l)]/(y)dy+/     kR{x,y)f{y)dy}, 
27r JBRQ m JBRO 

satisfies lim|a.|_)(00&(a;)/log(|a;| + 1) = 0. 
For 8 > 0 small, let vT~6, vT+5 denote the specific radially symmetric 

solutions constructed in §2 and satisfying 

f   vT-s{x,0)dx = 2ir(2+ii)(T-S),      [   vT+s(x,0) dx = 2<K(2+H)(T+5). 
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Since /R2 f dx = 2n{2 + fj,)T, it follows from (3.5) and (3.6) that 

-l5 + G*R(v
T-5(-mx) < CrR(f)(x) < G*R(v

T+S(-mz)+h, 

for some nonnegative constant Is. 
We would like to show that if uR = lime^o^f > then there exists a se- 

quence Rj t oo and a nonnegative constant Z^, which can be chosen to be 
independent of i?j, such that 

(3.7) -Ls + G*R.(vT-s(;mx) 
< G*R.(uRi(.,t)(x) < G*R.(vT+s(;0))(x)+Ls. 

for all |a;| < Rj and 0 < t < T — 25. We begin by showing the left hand side 
of (3.7). Set 

W(x,t) = G*R(u?(;t)-vT-s(;tMx). 

Using the maximum principle we will prove that W(x, t) > —L5, for \x\ < R, 
0 < t < T — 25. Indeed, since both functions uf and vT~5 are constant on 
OBR, we can compute using (3.4) that 

(3.8) ^ = G^(A[logUf - logvT-6]) = a(x,t)AW - b(t), 

where 

and 
b(t) = loguf (0,t) - logvT-s(0,t) < B, 

with B depending only on ||/||oo and 6. Therefore, if we set W = W + Bt, 
then W satisfies the differential inequality 

dW ~ 
— >a(x,t)AW, 

on BR x (0, T - 8). Att = 0 we have 

W(x,0) = W(x,0) >-ls. 

To see what happens on the lateral boundary, we first observe that for the 
special solution vT~s there exist constants ci(8) and 02(6), such that for 
0 < t < T - 25, 
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if R > RQ, with JRQ sufficiently large. It follows that for |a;| = R > RQ, 

0<t<T-2S 

dW£'t) = loguf M - logvT-s(x,t) - b(t) + B>0, 

ifB is chosen sufficiently large, which implies that for \x\ = R,0 <t < T—2S 
we have ^ 

W(x,t) >W{x,0) >-ls. 

We can apply now the maximum principle to conclude that VF(a;,^) > — l^ 
Hence, by letting e -» 0 we obtain for 0 < t < T — 26 the inequality 

(3.9) GU«R(;t))(x) > G*R(v
T-5)(;mx) - Ls, 

with Ls = Is + BT. Before we show the right hand side of (3.7) we will first 
construct the solution u. Taking spherical averages on both sides of (3.9) 
we obtain 

r A /   uR{x9t)dx>  r^f  vT-\x,t)dx-Ls, 
JQ    2-1*8 JBs J0    ZTTS JBs 

for 0 < r < R and 0 < t < T — 26. Remembering that the special solutions 
vT~5 have the form 

v      {x,t) = (T-t-d)+ ^ , 

with a(t) = ((T - 6)/(T - t - 6))i and / ^(y) dy = 2 + ^ and computing 

rr   jc      p rra(t)    J        r 

I  S~s JB 
vT~5{x>t)dx = V-t- *)+ I       ^ jB 

ff(l0S|a;|)dx' 
we deduce that by choosing Ls sufficiently large we can make 

r ds_  r  VT-6(   t) dx>{2 + /i)(T - t - 26) log(l + r) - Ls, 
Jo  ^sJBs 

for all r > 0. Therefore, we have 

(3.10) [  ^- [  uR{x,t)dx>{2 + n){T-t- 26) log(l + r) - Ls. 
Jo   27r5 JBS 

Basic Claim : Given a number 6 > 0 and an increasing sequence Rj f oo, 
there exists a subsequence, still denoted by {Rj}, such that the sequence of 
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solutions uRi converges uniformly on compact subsets of R2 x (0, T — 36] to 
a solution us of (1.1). 

To show the claim, we begin by observing that there exists a point XQ G 
R2 such that 

(3.11) limsupti*J'(a;o,T-2<S) > 0. 
Rj—>oo 

Indeed, if lim^oo uRJ (x, T — 26) = 0, for all x G R2, then from Dominated 
convergence we conclude that 

lim sup /   —^- /   uR3 (x,T- 26) dx = 0, 
n-»oo    70    ^TTS JBs 

for all r > 0, which contradicts (3.10). It follows from (3.11) that we can 
choose a subsequence, still denoted by {Rj}, such that 

(3.12) uRJ(xo,T- 26)>c>0       \/j > jo- 

For r > 0 and s G (0,T - 36) set K = Br(xo) x (s,T - 36] and let j > jo be 
sufficiently large so that the cylinder BRJ X (0,T) strictly contains K. We 
will show that (3.12) implies the estimate from below 

(3.13) ti^ (y, r) > c(K) > 0       \/j > jo,     (y, r) G K. 

This will be a consequence of the following Harnack type estimates, satisfied 
by all solutions uRJ, 
(3.14) 

M"2  /        (-logu)(x,t)dx < (-logu)(yo,T-26)-logt + CsMp2 

JBp{yo) 

and 

Mp1 

— log u)\x, i) ax — 
o(yo) 

(3.15) (-logti)(yo,t) < (TTP)"
2
 /        (-logu)(x,t) dx - 
JB0(yo) 

holding for all p > 0 such that Bp(yo) CC BRj(0) and t G (0,T - 36]. 
Here M is an upper bound for the initial data /. The estimate (3.14) is 
proven in [17] (Lemma 6) and the estimate (3.15) can be easily proven in a 
similar manner, by multiplying the inequality A logn < 1/t u by the Green's 
function used in [17] and integrating. Prom (3.12) and (3.14) we obtain 

(3.16)       I        (- \oguRi)(x, t) dx < C(p, 6)-\ogt,        0<t<T- 36. 
JBP(XO) 
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Thus if (J/,T) G K and p = 2r, (3.15) and (3.16) imply that 

(-logti^)(tf,r) < C(K) f       (-loguRi)(x,T)dx < C(K), 
JBp{xo) 

which yields (3.13). 
Since the sequence of solutions {uRj} is uniformly bounded from above 

by ||/||oo) ^ follows from (3.12) and the classical theory of parabolic equa- 
tions that the sequence {uRj} is equicontinuous on compact subsets of 
R2 x (0,T — 36]. Hence, there exists a subsequence, still denoted by {uRi}, 
which converges uniformly on compact subsets of R2 x (0, T — 36] to a func- 
tion us. It remains to show that ud is a solution of (1.1) on R2 x (0, T — 36]. 
It is clear that us satisfies the equation (1.1) in the distributional sense, 
since each uRJ does. Also, because v? < ||/||OOJ it follows from (3.16) that 
log*/ e Lloc{-R2 x [0,T - 36]), with 

/       \\ogu5(x,t)\dx <C(\\f\Ur,6)\\ogt\. 
JBr(0) 

It remains to show that ?/(-,T) —» / in JL[OC(R
2
), as r —> 0. Indeed, observe 

first that for r > 0, (3.16) implies that 

(3.17) | /      u6{x,T)dx- [      f{x)dx\<C{6,r) [  |logt|d*. 
JBr(0) JBr(0) JO 

Moreover, if for e > 0, ue denotes the unique solution to (1.1) with initial 
data fe = f + e, then u6 < ue (see in [7], Theorem 1.2) and therefore we 
have 

/ [u6(x,T)-f{x)]+dx <   [ [Ue(x,t)-f(x)]. 
JBr(0) JBr(0) 

< [      \u€{x,t)-fe{x)\dx + \Br{0)\e. 
JBr(0) 

We then easily conclude that 

/       \U
6
(X,T) -f(x)\dx -> 0,        asT->0 

JBr{0) 

which proves the desired result. 
In order to construct a solution which is defined up to time T and satisfies 

(3.1) we will combine (3.10) with the following estimate from above 

(3.18)        /   -i- /   u5(x,t)dx<{2 + (i){T-t + 28)log(r + l) + Ls, 
Jo   STTSVO 
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holding for all 0 < r < R and 0 < t < T — 28. It is easy to observe that 
(3.18) follows from the right hand side of (3.7) by taking spherical averages, 
computing 

r A / VT+S 
Jo   27rs JBs 

(x,t)dx<{2 + v.){T-t + 26) log(r + 1) + Lg, 

for all r > 0 and letting Rj -¥ oo. Hence, we need to show the right hand 
side of (3.7). We will use again the maximum principle. As before, we will 
apply the maximum principle to the function 

Z(x,t) = CrR(u*(;t)-VT+S)(x), 

which satisfies the equation dZ/dt = d(x, t)AZ — e(t) with 

e(t) - logu^ (0, t) - log vT+s(0, t). 

To bound the coefficient e(£), we notice that from (3.13), ue 
J (0, T — 26) > c, 

for some positive constant c depending only on S. Moreover, each of the 
solutions ue 

J satisfies the Aronson - Benilan inequality ut < 1/tu, which by 
integration yields 

loguf*(0,t) > logtxf1'(0,T - 2S) - log(T - 26) +logt> C(8) + logt. 

Hence, e(t) > —E + logt, for some constant E = E(S) and thus is we set 
E(t) = Et + /0* log s ds and Z = Z + E(t), then Z satisfies 

87 
™<d(x,t)AZ. 
dt 

At t = 0 we have Z(a;, 0) = Z(x, 0) < Is- Moreover, by choosing the constant 
E sufficiently large we can show as we did for W that dZ/dt < 0 on \x\ = i?, 
and conclude that Z < Is on the lateral boundary of Bji(0) x (0,T — 26). 
Therefore, by the maximum principle Z < 1$, which implies the right hand 
side of (3.7) for R = Rj, and Ls sufficiently large. 

We have shown that the solution us satisfies 

(3.19) 

<(2 + ii)(T-t + S)Ls, 
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for all r > 0 and 0 < t < T — 25. A simple computation shows that if h is a 
bounded integrable function then 

lim -— —- /   -— /    h(x) dx —> —- /    h(x) dx. 
r-^oo log(r + 1) J0   2<KS JBs   

v; 27r yR2   v ; 

Thus setting Uk = v? X\x\<k and using the right hand side of (3.19) we can 
deduce that 

/       uk(x, t) dx < 27r(2 + /i)(T - t - 26), 
J\x\<k 

for 0 < t < T—2S. It follows by monotone convergence that JR2 u
s(x, t) dx < 

oo and therefore we can use again (3.19) to conclude that 

(3.20) (2 + ij,)(T-t-5) < ^- f   us(x,t)dx<{2 + fi)(T-t + 25). 
27r 7R2 

It remains to construct a solution u of the problem (1.1) which is defined 
up to time T and satisfies (1.5). Choose a decreasing sequence ^4-0 and 
starting with any increasing sequence Rj "f oo, let i?j be a subsequence 

such that U
R

J  -> uSl uniformly on compacts of R2 x (0,T - 36i].   We 

construct u5k inductively.  Suppose u6^1 = lim^k-i^^u^    , then let R^ 

be a subsequence of Rj1 such that u i converges uniformly on compact 

subsets of R2 x (0,T — 3<y and set uSk = ]imRk_>    U
R

J .  By construction 
j 

we have uSk = u5*-1 on R2 x (0,T — Z5k-i) and therefore if we define 
u(x, t) = u6k (x, t), if 0 <t<T — 35fc, it is clear that u is the desired solution 
defined on R2 x (0,T). Moreover, it follows from (3.20) that u satisfies the 
important idendity (1.5). 

To remove the assumption that / E CQ
0
, choose an increasing sequence 

fk € CQ
0
, such that \\fk — /HL^R

2
) -> 0 an(i ^ uk be the solution of 

the problem (1.1) defined on R2 x (0,1*), Tk = l/(27r(2 + /i)) JR2/jb, as 
constructed above. Eack of the u^ satisfies 

(3.21) /    uk(x,t)dx= /    fk(x) dx - 2ir{2 + iJL)t,        0<t<Tk. 

Moreover, from the previous construction it is easy to deduce that the se- 
quence uk is increasing. Therefore if we set 

u(x,t) = lim uk(x,t),        for (x,i) E R2 x (0,T), 
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we can easily conclude from (3.21) and monotone convergence that u(^t) E 
L1(R2), for all t e (0,T) and satisfies (3.1). Moreover, since (log^)+ < u 
and u > Uk, we have that log?/ G L^R2 x [0,T)). It follows in a similar 
manner as above, that u satisfies (1.1) in the sense of distributions and that 
n(-, r) —> f in L^R2), as r —> 0. The proof of the theorem is now complete. 

We continue with the proof of Theorem 1.1. 

Proof of Theorem 1.1. The proof of the nonexistence part of the Theorem 
is essentially contained in [7]. For the sake of completeness, we provide a 
proof just in the case that / is uniformly bounded. The general case follows 
by approximation, as in [7]. 

For e > 0, we let u£ denote the solution of problem (1.1) with initial data 
/ + e. Standard arguments show that this solution is unique and globally 
defined in time. Moreover, u£ > u for all e > 0 (see in [7], Theorem 1.2). 
We will estimate u£. Denote 

iV(p)(r) = i- f-f      g(x)dx, 
** JO    s J\x\<s 

and observe that if g(r) denotes the spherical averages of #, then 

N(Ag)(r)=g(r)-g(0). 

Thus, applying the operator N to the equation and then integrating in time 
on [0, T — 5], we obtain 

rT-5  rT-S 
(3.22)     - /       logu£(r,t)dt+ /        logu£(0,t)dt 

Jo Jo 
= -N(ue(.,T-8))(r)+N(f + e)(r). 

Now, since u£ satisfies the Aronson-Benilan inequality, ut/u < 1/t, we have 
that 
(3.23) 

pT-S PT-5 

- J       logu£(0,t)dt < -(T - S) logue(0,T - S) - J^      log(^r^)ds 

Using (3.22), (3.23) and Jensen's inequality we get 

(3.24)    - /      logue(r, s)ds < N(f)(r) + C* + Aer2 

Jo 
1 /* 

< -?^ /    / dx + o(logr) + Aer2, 
27r  yR2 
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where the constant C* is given by the right hand side of (3.23). Since 
i%(0, T — 8) > n(0, T — S) > 0, we can choose the constant C* to be indepen- 
dent of e. Thus, from (3.24) and the Aronson-Benilan inequality we deduce 
that 

(3.25) tJc(r, 8) > B r
1/(2^(T-2J)) /R2 / exp(_i4er2 _ c^ 

with constants B and C independent of 5 and e. On the other hand applying 
again the operator N to the equation and integrate in time on [0,5], we 
obtain 

/ lQg^(r,t)dt> / \ogu£{^t)dt + N{ue{;8)){r)-N{f + e){r), 
Jo Jo 

f Jo 

and therefore with the use of (3.25) we deduce the inequality 

r8  
\ogue{r,t)dt yBNir^Wr-^ff^expi-Aer2 - Q) - C*-Aer2, 

lo 

where C and C* can be taken independent of e. Since the initial data / is 
uniformly bounded, the left hand side of the above inequality is uniformly 
bounded independently of e. Therefore we must have 

fdx>2. "-wL 2<K(T-28)JK2 

Since 8 is arbitrary the result follows in case that / is bounded. In the 
general case, one proceeds using approximations for / which are bounded, 
as in [7]. 

We will show next (1.4). Assume that there is a t E (0,T) such that the 
opposite inequality holds, i.e., 

(3.25) /   u(x, t) dx > /    fdx- Ant. 

From Theorem 1.2 we know that for every fj, > 0 there exists a solution v 
to (1.1) defined on [£,£ + TJJ, whose initial data is u(•,£), and where 

^M^L^^^- 
Thus, the function w defined on [0, t + T/i] by matching together u and v is a 
solution to (1.1) in this interval, with initial data /. But because of (3.25), 
by choosing fj, sufficiently small we can make 

t + T/A>^-   !   f{x)dx, 
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which contradicts (1.3). Therefore (1.4) must hold true. 

We will now construct a solution with the given initial data, which exists 
up to time T = I/ATT /R2 /(#) dx. This is going to be the maximal solution 
with the given initial data, as actually (1.3) indicates. Its construction is 
fairly straightforward. As in the proof of Theorem 1.2, we make first the 
extra assumption that / G CQ^R

2
). For e > 0, let ue denote the solution of 

the initial value problem (1.1) with initial data ue(xj 0) = / + 6, defined on 
R2 x (0, oo). Then, if for fj, > 0, Up denotes the solution constructed above 
and satisfying (1.6), we have 

Up <ue       on R2 x (0,TM). 

As it follows by the maximum principle that the sequence {u6} is monotonic 
and hence the limit u = linie-^o ue exists and for all fj, > 0 satisfies 

(3.27) up <u       on R2 x (0,TM) 

Since T^ f 2\ as ^ ~* 0? i* ls easy to conclude from (3.27) that u is a solution 
of (1.1) on R2 x (0, T), with T = l/4n /R2 f(x) dx. Moreover (1.5) satisfied 
by all t^, /J, > 0 implies that 

(3.28) /   u(x, t)dx> /   f{x) dx - Ant,        0<t<T. 

However, (1.5) shows that we must have equality in (3.28). Therefore u is 
the desired solution. We can now use approximation arguments as in the 
proof of Theorem 1.2 to prove the result for any initial data / G -L1(RiV). 

To finish the proof of the Theorem, in the case that /R2 f(x) dx — oo, 
choose a sequence fk t /> such that /R2 fk < oo and let Uk be the maximal 
solution to the problem (1.1) with initial data /fc, as constructed above. The 
solution Uk exists up to time T^ — l/An JR2 fk- Since, the sequence u^ is 
increasing, the limit u = limfc_»oo Uk exists, and it is not hard to check that 
it is indeed a solution of (1.1) with initial data /, which exists up to time 
T = oo. The proof of the Theorem is now complete. □ 

4. Proof of Theorem 1.3. 

We begin with a Lemma which constitutes the basic comparison argu- 
ment which is needed for the proof of Theorem 1.3. Its proof is a straight- 
forward consequence of our construction in Theorem 1.2. 
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Lemma 4.1. Let /i,/2 € L1(R2); 0 < /i < /2 and 0 < ^2 < /^i < 00. 
T/ien; i/iere exisfo solutions ui, i = 1,2 0/ £/ie initial value problem (1.1) 
defined up to time Ti = l/27r(2 + /ij) /R2 /i(^) da;? satisfying 

/    ^(x, t)dx = /    /(x) drc — 27r(2 + /ii)t, 

and swc/i ^a^ 

(4.1) ^i<^2, on     R2x[0,Ti]. 

Sketch of Proof.   The construction in the proof of Theorem 1.2 shows that 
the solutions Ui, i = 1,2 can be obtained as limits 

/? • 
lit = lim ik J, 

where each t^ J solves the boundary value problem (3.1) on the cylinder 

JBR, 
X
 [0,00) with initial data i^ J (x, 0) = fi(x) and is obtained as a limit of 

regular solutions. Since fi < fo and Rj   +/i1^ < R^   +/X2% it follows by the 
maximum principle that 

and therefore (4.1) holds. □ 

Proof of Theorem 1.3. We will first show if (f) is defined by (1.6), then it 
satisfies (1.7). The idea is similar to the one we just used for the proof of 
(1.4). Indeed, assume that at some point t G [0,T) and some h > 0 we have 
the opposite inequality 

rtZ + jj)-rti) < 2 

h 

Prom Theorem 1.1, we know that we can find a solution v to (1.1) de- 
fined on [i + h,t + h + T], whose initial data is u(-,t + h), and where 
T = (l/47r) /R2 u{x, t + h) dx. 

Thus, the function w defined on [?, t + h + T] by matching together u 
and v is a solution to (1.1) in this interval with initial data u(-, t). Now from 
(1.6) we can compute the integral of u(',t) as 

/    u(x, t)dx = /    f(x) dx — 27r(/>(£) 
JK2 VR

2 
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and therefore from (1.3) we must have 

(4.3) h + T<^-{!   f(x)dx-2ir(/)(t)}. 

On the other hand, using (4.2) we deduce that 

h + T = h + ^-{[   fdx-2^(j>{t + h)}>^{(   fdx-2n<l>(E)}, 
An  7R2 47r  yR2 

the opposite of (4.3), contradiction showing the validity of (1.6). 

We will show now the existence part of the Theorem. To construct a 
solution satisfying (1.6) we will approximate the function <f> by a decreasing 
sequence of piecewise linear functions ^, solve the IVP for such (/)fks and 
then pass to the limit. 

For k a positive integer, consider the partition Pk — {0 = to < h < ... < 
hk = T} of the interval [0,T] into dyadic intervals, i.e., take ti = iT/2k. 
Define fa on [^_i,^), i = 1,2, ...,2^ as 

(4.4) fa(t) = mmifaiU^) + a**, K), 

with fa(0) = 0 and 
ai =     sup    0/(^). 

ti-i<t<ti 

Since (f)f(t) > 27r on [0,T], we have that ai > 2TT. Let T^ be the smallest t 
such that fa(t) = K. It is easy to check that the sequence T^ is increasing 
with Tk t T, as k -> oo. Moreover, we have 

(4.5) fa+i<fa       Vfc. 

We will construct a weak solution Uk of the IVP (1.1) on R2 x (0,Tfc), 
satisfying 

(4.6) /   uk(x,t)dx= [   f(x)dx-2ir<f>k(t). 

Assune that t\ < Tk < £A+I. We will define Uk on [^_i,^], i = 1,2, ...,A 
and [iA>2V| inductively. To begin, set Uk(x,0) = f(x). Then, set 

Uk{',t) =Wi(;t-ti-i), on     R2 x (ti-uU) 

where Wi is a solution of the initial value problem dwi/dt = Alog^, 
Wi(x,G) = uk(x,ti-i), satisfying 

/    Wi(x,t)dx = /    Uk{x,ti-i)dx — 2nait. 
JK2 JK2 
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On the last interval [t^T^], we define Uk up to T^. It is easy to check that 
each Uk is indeed a solution of (1.1) on R2 x (0,Tfc). Also, from (4.5) and 
Lemma 4.1, we can conclude that 

Uk+i >Uk,        on R2 x (0,1*), 

and therefore the limit 

u(x,t) = lim Uk(x,t) 
k-^-oo 

exists for all (x,t) 6 R2 x (0,T). Moreover, it follows from (4.6) and Mono- 
tone Convergence that w(-,t) G L1(R2), 0 < t < T and that u satisfies (1.6). 
To show that u solves the equation in the distributional sense is standard 
as well as immediate. Hence, u is the desired solution. □ 

Remark. The condition that 0 be C1 in this result can be relaxed. In fact, 
one proceeds similarly in the case of a <f) piecewise C1. The present proof 
applies, more generally, to the case in which (/>' is Riemmann-integrable. 
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